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Welcome everyone.



The RNA world 

RNA RNA 

metabolism 

catalysis 

replication/transcription 
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Presentation Notes
⓿ I reckon most of us are quite familiar with the RNA world hypothesis. It was proposed that billions of years ago the first sparks of life appeared in the form of RNA organism, where RNA was utilized both as information carrier and catalyst. It is still the most wide-known and accepted theory regarding the origin of life, yet it has a great flaw



How did proteins appear? 

• Structural evolution of translational 
apparatus: debates ongoing 

• Functional evolution: Only speculations 

DNA 

catalysis 

translation 
protein RNA 
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Presentation Notes
⓿ We cannot explain the appearance of proteins.What could be the reason for they became the present catalysts? They somehow replaced former ribozymes, as the translation apparatus and its genetic code were established. These innovations led out from the RNA world.⓿There are theories, how the ribosomal apparatus or the code might have appeared. Yet these assumptions do not help establishing the cause of functional evolution regarding first amino acid products.⓿Thus our main quest is to explain the steps bridging the two world. We must reveal a path on which Life’s protein products evolved.



• Translation, protein enzymes  too 
complex 

• Evolution has no foresight 
 

Paradigm: 
• Ribosome (PTC)= ribozyme! 
• Ribozymes as former tools of translation? 
• Step-by-step establishment: 

 
  

Paradigm: 

amino acid peptide  protein 

Protein RNA 
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⓿We must put an end to some misconceptions. One common flawed argument is that the appearance of proteins could be explained with their superior efficiency. The latter assumption is true indeed, enzymes are more efficient compared to ribozymes. Yet the argument is based on the false perceptum of evolution. Enzymes itself are tremendously complex structures, however evolution has no foresight to organise this level of complexity as a first step.⓿Moreover the production of coded proteins also needs an intricate apparatus consisting proteins, which is nonsense; the genes of these proteins could have not been present. Efficient enzymes and the machinery are a distant result, not the reason for evolution.⓿For a valid implementation we need to think that the fall of ribozymes was not instant. They are not so uncommon remnants in present life either. The ribosome itself could also count as a ribozyme, for in some cases the centre catalysing the formation of peptide bonds is mainly composed of RNA. This could indicate that the first parts of translation machinery was built entirely on ribozymes, which is also supported by the fact that many steps in translation could be catalysed by RNAs. These ribozymes could have been later exchanged for protein counterparts in a step-by-step evolutional process.⓿This gradual change is also determinant in the evolution of protein products. We should establish the path of evolution in smaller steps, explaining the adaptivity in every stage, starting from the utility of singular amino acids, and by arriving to our modern complex proteins in the end.



Candidate functions 

• Functions unnaccomplishable with RNA 
• New catalytic functions using amino 

acids as cofactors? 
• Membrane associated functions: 

Transport? Stabilization? 
• RNA-scaffolds, tethers?  novel 

structures 
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Presentation Notes
⓿ Which potential adaptive functions were enacted? RNA world possessed several limitations, therefore we argue that simple amino acid constructions served functions unaccomplishable with RNA.⓿ For example Szathmáry proposes that the advantage of singular amino acids might have been new catalytic functions. RNA has a relatively narrow catalytic repertoire, which could have been expanded by amino acids functioning as cofactors. They could have helped RNA, just like present Coenzyme A or NAD helps proteins in catalysis.⓿Is is also worth to note that lipid membranes have relevance in the RNA world, yet they cause problems since the transmembrane transport should be solved. Although RNA can change the permeability of barriers, they cannot traverse it as modern channels do. Perhaps simple transmembrane proteins could have served as a new way for transport.⓿Last but not least, we should return to the ribosome. As I mentioned it is technically a ribozyme, but proteins are crucial members of this macromolecular assembly. This fact supports the hypothesis that proteins could have played an important role in stabilising complex RNA-structures bringing novel functions.



In the abscence of experiments: 
Data-mining 

TUDÁS 
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⓿The previously introduced ideas remained mere speculations, due to the lack of experimental result. Indeed, researches regarding the origin of life are highly dependent on laboratory experiments. However we wanted to evade this need in the first wave. Data-mining methods promised a viable alternative. Today several database are at our disposal, and these are containing massive information pools. We hoped if interpreting some of these data could support previous hypotheses.



First amino acids 

• Complex RNA world: Anything is possible 
• Modest RNA world: Only prebiotic amino 

acids 
 Consensus: 

oValine 
oAlanine 
oAspartic acid 
oGlycine 

Building materials for first novel functions 
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⓿ For the start of our investigation we shall rely on trails regarding the building materials. Based on several independent study, a wide consensus is forming, which proposes valine, alanine, glycine, and aspartic acid as the first – let us call these ancient - amino acids. Consequently these could have been used for experimenting the first new functions.



Phase I. 
Singular amino acids: 

Cofactors? 
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Presentation Notes
⓿ Let us first explore the proposition of amino acid cofactors. Only a few experiment were carried out to test if amino acids could help RNA in catalysis. However these attempts were based on arginine or histidine, both of them being lately appeared amino acids. In our pessimistic scenario this does not provide a strong support for ancient cofactors.



Amino acid cofactor concept 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
⓿ We simplified the conception of protein enzymes, and projected this onto how the theoretical cofactor using ribozymes should work. In enzymes, technically only the appropiate subtrate binding, and the direction of catalytic amino acid counts during the catalyzed reaction. In ribozymes, substrate binding might have been carried out with RNA. Positioning of the cofactor may also have been attainable in several ways, producing a catalytic centre. Accordingly, if a specific reaction could be catalysed with a protein enzyme containing a given amino acid in its centre, it would also mean that this reaction is feasible with a ribozyme utilising the same amino acid as cofactor.



Enzyme centre ≈ cofactor? 

• Question: Does any enzyme centre contain ancient 
amino acids exclusively? 

• Catalytic Site Atlas: catalytic centres based on 3D-
structure data  

• EC-classification  catalyzed reaction 
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Presentation Notes
⓿On this wise, we tumbled the question using this alternative viewpoint : „Are there any present enzyme centre containing only ancient amino acids?”⓿We reached for the Catalytic Site Atlas database, which contains the amino acid composition of enzyme centres based on their protein structure.⓿Finally, we backtracked these enzymes searching for their Enzyme Commission-number. This classification system serves to define the exact metabolic function and its catalysed reaction.



Single amino acid catalytic sites 
Enzyme Catalytic site Function 

purine-nucleoside phosphorylase Asp nucleobase metabolism dihydroorotase Asp 
tRNA-(guanine37-N1)-metiltransferase Asp 

nucleic acid modification 
(folding?) 

tRNA-guanosine34 transglicosilase Asp 
nucleotidylexotransferase Asp 
tRNA pseudouridine38-40 synthase Asp 
hexokinase Asp glycolysis/metabolism of 

several sugars glucokinase Asp 
inorganic diphosphatase Asp oxidative phosphorylation 
calcium pump ATP-ase Asp ATP-ase plus-end-directed kinesin Gly 
isochorismatase Asp nonribosomal peptide synthesis 
isoaspartyl-dipeptidase Asp peptidase HIV aspartyl-protease Asp 

From the perspective of RNA world these are 
relevant functions! 



Phase II. 
Peptidyl-transferase: 

Adaptive short peptides 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
⓿ Now how can we assume that the polymerization of amino acids became attainable? To keep it brief: The literature contains several examples for short functional dipeptides, which would support the adaptivity of a peptidyl-transferase function which is similar to present ribosome centre. 



Phase III. 
Amino acid polymers: 
Transmembrane and 

RNA-scaffold peptides 
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⓿ Yet we do not know the path for further progression towards longer peptides. For a further progress we require adaptive functions for the evolution of proteins.  The previously proposed functions were transmembrane peptides spanning the membrane or other peptides stabilising complex RNA structure functioning as tethers or scaffolds



Sequence analysis 

• Ancient amino acids  statistical oligomers 
• Content  structural/functional importance 
• Question: Do these proposed functions contain 

ancient amino acids in above-average values? 
• Analysis of modern sequences, to support a 

functional role of these amino acids 
• Transmembrane peptides: transmembrane 

transport proteins 
• RNA-scaffolds: ribosomal proteins 
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Presentation Notes
⓿ We should not forget that the primaeval peptide synthesising apparatus was missing the complexity of the present machinery. Our assumption preferred the production of biased statistical oligomers using ancient amino acids. The aim was to associate these fictive oligopeptides with previous functions.⓿ In the case of present proteins several attribute correlates with amino acid composition, including structure and function. Based on this information we assume that if a studied functional sequence contains ancient amino acids in a significant amount, it would provide a support about the importance of the given amino acid in achieving the function.⓿For a deeper insight, we analysed the composition of present protein sequences to support the functional role of these amino acids in previous functions.⓿We extracted transmembrane sequences from proteins associated with transmembrane transport. For investigating the RNA-scaffold hypothesis, we reached back to the ribosome. Being the most studied ribonucleoprotein complex we suspect which ribosomal protein groups were the most ancient objects in the complex. During the test we compared the previous sequence groups to so-called control groups which latter was assumed as a representative sample of all known protein.



Transmembrane sequences 
Glycine, alanine, 
valine rates are 
significantly 
higher 
 

Poly-L-Ala: 
proton selective 
channel! 
(Deamer et al. 1994) 

“Homogene 
sequences” 
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Analyzing transmembrane sequences revealed that alanine glycine and valine were in significant quantities. Although this is no surprise since the high content of hidrophobes is expected, there are several interesting outliers, some of them containing almost one type of amino acid. This could mean that sequences possessing high homogeneity might have aquired functionality. This could be true indeed, as we know of at least one artificially created example containing only alanine which forms a proton selective transmembrane channel 



Evading osmotic stress 
(Morris, 2002) 
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Presentation Notes
As Morris speculated, these simple peptides could have stabilized first membrane comparments which harbored an RNA organism. The variable extracellular environment could cause severe osmotic stress to the RNA cell. Creating an ion flux might have been a solution.



amino acid frequency 

Ribosomal proteins 

• Outstanding glycine and 
valine contents, ocassionally 
alanine 

• Aspartic acid: no significant 
content found 

• Alanine / Valine / Glycine: 
might be of importance 
regarding structure≈function 

re
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Ala 

Val 

Gly 
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⓿And what about ribosomal proteins? Most in these ancient amino acid content – with the exception of aspartic acid – exceeds average values significantly.⓿On the left, we see histograms comparing the frequency distribution of a given amino acid. In this case, the differences are shown between the representative protein sample (blue) and a set of ribosomal proteins (red).⓿ These results could implicate a structural or (in equivalent) functional importance of these amino acids in RNA scaffolding. Perhaps simple oligo- or polymers composed of these ancient amino acids could have formed analogues resembling the function of present ribosomal proteins.



Summary: Prelude to proteins 
• Singular amino acids: innovative 

ribozymatic functions 
(ASP, ala, gly) 

• Peptidyl-transferase function:  
functional short peptides 

• Statistical oligomers (Val, Ala, 
Gly) 

• Transmembrane: osmotic 
regulation 

• RNA-scaffolds: ribonucleoprotein 
world 

• Acquisition of new amino acids 
 tuning previous structures 
 novel functions 
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⓿ Based on our results and relying on earlier hypotheses I would like to close my presentation by introducing a speculative scenario explaining the early evolution of protein synthesis as follows:⓿At start, utilising singular amino acids as cofactors might have led to new helpful enzymatic functions. This adaptive step opened ways for a more complex metabolism, enhancing the complexity of the RNA-organism.⓿ The next step may have been the appearance of amino acid condensation. Via this peptidyl-transferase function, the production of short functional peptides became feasible. Only this specific innovation could have kickstarted the exploration of protein sequence space.⓿However this ’sequence space exploration’ also requires the selection for processivity. The early peptidyl-transferase could have produced only di-, or tripeptides. Every further progressive step in sequence space towards longer sequences needed the continuous discovery of longer oligomers with adaptive functions, which served as a positive feedback for processivity.⓿We argue that transmembrane channels and RNA-scaffold peptides were amongst these ’adaptive stations’ id est ’evolutional stepping stones’. For example simple membrane penetrating channels could have helped in evading osmotic stress. Longer proteins could have also helped in RNA-structure stabilisation. These ribozyme-peptide hybrids could have been a transient state between the RNA and our present protein world. ⓿Showing the possible importance of ancient amino acids in the former functions could support the idea that inventing these functions was possible via statistical polymers. Yet we know that other later appeared amino acids are also important in these functions. The acquisition of new amino acid elements could have been adaptive in tuning previous structures. It also could have helped in establishing novel functions, expanding the toolbox of early proteins. These finalisations meant the establishment of modern amino acid alphabet and the dawn of our present protein world.



Take home message 

• What adaptive functions could the first amino 
acids/peptides promise for an RNA organism? 
We need a step-by-step scenario. 

• There might have been ribozymes utilizing mainly 
aspartate cofactors  laying the foundations of an 
innovative metabolism. 

• We showed the statistic significance of ancient 
amino acids in transmembrane regions and 
ribosomal proteins to suspect their 
structural/functional role. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
⓿Ladies and gentlemen, Thank you for your attention, all questions are welcome
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Globular regions of ribosomal proteins 
(Data from Hartman and Smith 2014) 



Kim et al. 2007 

• Fig. 3. Evolution of ancient subnetworks in mesonetworks. Two optimal most-parsimonious trees of 119 steps 
(CI0.580, RI0.587; g10.538; PTP test, P  0.01) describing the origins of mesonetworks were recovered after a 
branch-and-bound search. The tree shown represents a strict consensus of the two trees. Branches with BS 
values50%areshownabove nodes. Vertical bars in the bar diagram describe the identity of terminal taxa joined by 
individual reduced cladistic consensus (RCC) support trees derived from double decay (DD) analysis. Within the 
seven RCC topologies, total decay ranged from 112 to 223 steps, and cladistic information content (cic) values 
ranged from 6.7 to 21.0. RCC topologies are presented in order, starting with the most informative (i.e., with 
higher decay-to-cic values), and support the phylogenetic statement. 



Rank AA 
RSP 
L2 

RSP 
L3 

RSP 
L4 

RSP 
L7/12 

RSP 
S12/23 

RSP 
S17/11 TM 

1 Ala - - * * - - * 
2 Gly * * * * * - * 
3 Val * * * * * * * 
4 Asp - - - - - - - 
5 Pro * - - - * - - 
6 Ser - - - - - - - 
7 Glu - - - * - * - 
8 Leu - - - - - - * 
9 Thr - * - - * * * 

10 Arg * * * - * * - 
11 Ile * - - - - * * 
12 Gln - * * - * - - 
13 Asn * - * - * - - 
14 Lys * * * * * * - 
15 His * * - - * * - 
16 Phe - - - - - - * 
17 Cys - - - - * - * 
18 Met - - - - - * * 
19 Tyr - - - - * - * 

         



Morris, 2002 
• Fig. 1. Protocell (items not to 

scale): a liposome self-assembled 
from amphiphilic lipids and 
encapsulating a replicase (one 
shown), and several peptide 
molecules whose formation is 
catalyzed by the replicase. Below: 
an enlargement indicating that 
small -helical peptides can adhere 
to the bilayer, insert, aggregate, 
and form stochastic conducting 
pores. 

Poly-L-Ala proton-
selective channel 
(Deamer et al. 1994) 
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